The digitalization is transforming the very nature of factories, from automated systems to intelligent ones. In this process, industrial robots play a key role. Even if repeatability, precision and velocity of the industrial manipulators enable reaching considerable production levels, factories are required to face an increasingly competitive market, which requires being able to dynamically adapt to different situations and conditions. Hence, facilities are moving toward systems that rely on the collaboration between humans and machines. Human workers should understand the behavior of the robots, placing trust in them to properly collaborate. If a fault occurs on a manipulator, its movements are suddenly stopped for security reasons, thus workers may not be able to understand what happened to the robot. Therefore, the operators' stress and anxiety may increase, compromising the human-robot collaborative scenario. This work fits in this context and it proposes an adaptive Augmented Reality system to display industrial robot faults by means of the Microsoft HoloLens device. Starting from the methodology employed to identify which virtual metaphors best evoke robot faults, an adaptive modality is presented to dynamically display the metaphors in positions close to the fault location, always visible from the user and not occluded by the manipulator. A comparison with a non adaptive modality is proposed to assess the effectiveness of the adaptive solution. Results show that the adaptive modality allows users to recognize faults faster and with fewer movements than the non adaptive one, thus overcoming the limitation of the narrow field-of-view of the HoloLens device.
I. INTRODUCTION
With respect to the three past industrial revolutions, Industry 4.0 consists into a transformation process of the factory itself, from an automated facility to an intelligent one. An Industry 4.0 factory will be composed by several connected smart systems, capable of exchanging data and of taking actions and decisions autonomously. Since industrial robots are one of the industry key elements, they are strictly connected to this 4 th industrial revolution and their positioning in this transformation process should be carefully planned. By analyzing the 2009 -2014 period, it can be inferred a constant increase in the number of robots employed on the production lines [1] , [2] reaching the 414.000 units in 2019 [3] . This fact, combined with the rapid transformation The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhihan Lv. process of the Industry 4.0, may exclude human operators from the production process, generating undesired scenarios. Hence, it is necessary to develop new technologies that enhance the collaboration between humans and machines. The creation of such environments is a complex challenge. One of the main goals of the Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) is to develop innovative interfaces that allow machines and human operators to collaborate in the same environment. There are several technologies that can foster collaboration between humans and machines [4] : among them, Augmented Reality (AR) seems to be a promising technology that can enhance the collaboration between industrial robots and human operators [5] .
The first acknowledged AR prototype was developed by Sutherland [6] in 1968. Twenty years later, Milgram and Kishino formalized AR, by including it in the so called Mixed-Reality continuum [7] . Since then, technological VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ improvements allowed the development of more sophisticated devices, capable of displaying 2D/3D high-definition virtual assets in the real environment. Three different visualization paradigms exist: handheld, projected and wearable see-through. Although handheld devices can exploit the relative high computational power of modern portable hardware (eg., smartphones and tablets) they lack usability, forcing users to keep their hands occupied. On the other hand, projected devices allow users to visualize virtual assets keeping their hands free. However, concerns arise when projecting on non-planar surfaces or in the occlusions management. Lastly, wearable devices combine the advantage of having the hands free of the projected devices to the portability of the handheld ones. Nevertheless, they still suffer for a very narrow Field-of-View (FoV). It is possible to find several models of wearable devices on the market. The most known are the Meta 2 1 , the Microsoft HoloLens 2 or the Moverio BT-300 3 .
In general, the AR market is increasing, passing from 5.91$ billion to more than 198$ billion 4 and since the AR technology should reach the plateau of productivity in 5-10 years 5 , it is expected that it will be completely adopted in the Industry 4.0 domain.
AR shows its effectiveness in several industrial scenarios, such as maintenance and repair operations, inspection processes and to improve the collaboration with industrial machines [8] . Although AR is used in several ways with industrial robots (e.g., visualizing trajectories, intentions or the workspace of the manipulator [9] - [11] ), very few works have tried to explore the idea of visualizing industrial robot faults by means of virtual metaphors. When a fault occurs on a manipulator, the robot is suddenly stopped to avoid any possible accident. Since in a human-robot collaborative scenario, human operators work side-by-side with industrial robots, an unexpected block of the robot's movements may increase stress and anxiety in the human operators because they are not aware of what is happening in the manipulator's controller. This work fits within this context and it proposes an AR system to display industrial robot faults. In particular, the whole design process is described from the choice of the graphic metaphors to the algorithm for placing these metaphors always in the best position with respect to the user.
This work is part of a regional project called HuManS: Human centered Manufacturing Systems, result of a collaboration among Politecnico di Torino and several IT companies, including COMAU, an Italian company leading of the industrial robots market. The main goal of this project is to develop innovative manufacturing paradigms, using a human-centered design approach. These new paradigms will make human operators capable of collaborating with industrial machines in smart factories, giving technicians the opportunity to take full advantage of new technologies and keeping them at the heart of the production process. This paper is structured as follows: Sec. II presents the current state of the art concerning the use of AR technologies in the industrial robots' domain. It presents also a classification of the most common robot faults and the methodologies adopted to manage them. Section III gives an overview of the overall employed working flow. Section IV presents the procedure used to determine the virtual metaphors of the industrial faults. Section V illustrates the hardware and software architectures, along with the implementation of the proposed AR system. Section VI introduces the tests carried out to assess the effectiveness of the proposed solution. Section VII presents the related results. Finally, Sec. VIII details conclusions and possible future works.
II. RELATED WORKS A. AUGMENTED REALITY AND INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
AR can be employed in different ways to enhance the interaction and the collaboration with industrial robots. Several works [12] - [18] have explored the idea of visualizing the robot's path using AR systems. In [19] , an interactive AR path generation system is proposed. Different interaction modalities have been developed: users can add, remove or modify spatial points directly in the real environment using a custom probe. Results show that the unskilled users have been able to program the robot in almost half of the time with respect to the normal teach-in methods. A similar work is proposed by Zaeh et al. in [20] . Users can interact with an AR projected path using a 6-Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) input pen. After the path creation, the motion of a virtual robot is shown on a desktop interface. Hence, it is possible to immediately verify if the generated path is collision-free and thus suitable for the real industrial manipulator. Outcomes reveal that the generation of a suitable path can be achieved in less than one fifth of the time required by a classic teach-in method. Concerning the use of AR wearable devices, an approach based on the Microsoft HoloLens device is proposed in [21] . Exploiting the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) of the HoloLens, the system is capable of recognizing an industrial robot arm and its surroundings, correctly aligning the corresponding virtual meshes. Then, users can add spatial points in the real environment using gaze, gestures and voicebased interactions. Despite results indicate that the proposed AR system seems to require a higher mental workload with respect to normal teach-in methods, the total time and the physical workload required to complete given tasks result to be lower.
Regarding the direct control of an industrial robotic arm, AR has been employed to get a feedback on an active user's input. Frank et al. [22] developed an handheld AR interface to control a 6-DOF robotic arm. Users can provide the robotic arm with the objects to be picked by selecting them on a tabletop User Interface (UI). Virtual meshes are superimposed on the corresponding real objects to highlight the selection process. Users found very comfortable interacting with this system, showing to be able to precisely command the robot to move the real objects. Additional examples can be found in [23] - [26] . Su et. al [23] developed a tablet-based AR interface to control the end-effector (EE) of a virtual robotic arm. Two different interaction modalities have been implemented: in the first one, users can control the virtual EE by physically dragging the table, whereas in the second modality the EE can be controlled by using virtual arrows provided by the UI. In addition to control a robotic arm using a tablet device, Gradmann et al. [24] introduced an object recognition system based on a RGB camera combined with a depth one. When the system recognizes a set of real objects, some virtual meshes are superimposed on them to highlight the recognition procedure. Then, users can start a pick-and-place procedure using the information collected during the objects recognition process. Results show that 82% of the 111 experiments were performed correctly, showing the robustness of the proposed objects recognition process. In [25] , a comparison between two different interaction paradigms using a wearable device to control a robotic arm is introduced. Users can control the EE of a robotic arm by using the head orientation or pointing gestures, both in combination with speech interface. Results suggest that the interaction by means of heading-based gestures requires less time and it is perceived as less mentally and physically demanding respect to the pointing-based gesture modality. In [26] , an AR system to assist operators during collaborative 3D printing is presented. Using a custom AR wearable device, users can model different shapes in the real environment while a robotic 3D printer is printing the corresponding model.
It is worth to be noticed that AR technologies have been also employed to control robotic arms from remote locations ([27]- [36] ). However, since this work fits within the context of a human and a robot that share the same environment, telerobotic works are out of the scope of this research.
Besides interacting with robotic arms, AR has been employed to visualize the workspace of industrial manipulators. In [37] a 3D sphere is centered at the robot's position and its radius varies according to the actual joints configuration. Alternatively to 3D AR, Vogel et al. [38] proposed a projected system to visualize static workspaces of high-payload robots. The system monitors the human operator's position by means of a tactile floor. Three different zones, called free zone, warn zone and critical zone, respectively, are projected on the floor using different colors. As the operator gets close to the critical zone, the manipulator's movements are slowed down until completely stopped when the operator enters the critical zone. The system has been improved in [39] to project dynamic zones that can change their shapes according to the robot's joints configuration. An analogous work is proposed in [11] , in which a projected interface is used to delimit a low-payload industrial manipulator. Besides showing safety zones, the system is capable of detecting undesired violations by using a mask subtraction approach [40] . As soon as a violation is detected, the robot's movements are stopped and the color of the projected lines is changed to red to highlight the intrusion. Alternatively to the use of RGB cameras, Hietanen et al. [41] proposed a depth camera-based approach. Violations are detected by computing the difference between the original depth map and the current one. The system has been compared to a RGB approach to evaluate the total task time and the robot idle time. Results show a significant reduction for both task and robot idle times.
AR technology can be also employed to display task information or to highlight specific parts of an industrial manipulator. In [42] , task instructions are displayed on a desktop interface to support human operators during human-robot collaborative assembly procedures. An AR projected interface to display interactive assembly instructions is proposed in [43] . A list of available programs is projected on a touch-enabled table. Users can add data to programs to fulfill task requirements. Malý et al. [44] developed a wearable AR system to enhance several components of a robotic arm using different 3D shapes. Qualitative results seem to indicate that the virtual shapes should be modeled using either an outlined or virtual no-transparency design. Independently of the visualization choice, the same design should be employed for the entire manipulator, thus avoiding mixing different styles. Several projects explored the idea of visualizing the robot's future intentions using AR interfaces. Virtual 3D arrows can be employed to display the future motion of the EE [10] or the movement of a virtual representation of an industrial manipulator can be visualized to improve the safety perception [45] . Further, projected AR interfaces can be used to visualize the objects that will be manipulated by the industrial robots. In [46] an object-aware dynamic projection system is proposed. The system is capable of tracking moving objects and projecting the future robot's working area. Furthermore, objects that will be manipulated by the manipulator are highlighted by superimposing on them 2D projected metaphors. Despite results demonstrate that the proposed AR interface has been preferred in terms of effectiveness and efficiency, it might not be enough to just show immediate intentions but it should also be considered the possibility of adding an overview of the overall task.
Given an overview on how AR technologies can be used with industrial manipulators, in the following the most common robot fault typologies and the current approaches to solve them are presented.
B. ROBOT FAULTS
It is possible to classify faults in at least four different categories [47] , [48] :
• faults on the sensors: even if the physical quantity measured by the sensor is not affected by errors, the measured values can be incorrect;
• faults on the actuation system: motors and motor drivers can be damaged; • faults on the mechanical structure: mechanical components, such as joints, can stop moving due to brake faults or collisions;
• overloading problems: due to the intrinsic raising limits of manipulators, problems may occur if the robot tries to raise up too heavy objects. When one or more faults occur, the correct functioning of the manipulator is compromised and thus its movements and activities are stopped for safety reasons. Since this behavior may greatly affect factory's production [49] , successful fault solving strategies should be pursued. Nowadays, one common procedure used to manage and solve industrial robot faults is represented by the following workflow:
• the manipulator's activities are stopped; • the fault's description is saved in a log file (see Table 1 ); • technicians, checking the log file, try to cope with the error using their experience and technical manuals. This procedure may result unsatisfactory for at least two different reasons. Firstly, time required to solve the problem strongly depends on the clarity of the log file description and on the technician's experience. Secondly, since human operators cannot be immediately informed on the robot's internal status, their trust in the industrial manipulators may decrease, compromising the human-robot collaborative context. Hence, it results necessary to find alternative solutions to manage and solve robot faults. AR can be suitable to achieve this purpose. Exploiting its capability of enriching the real environment with virtual information, faults can be clearly visualized either on virtual Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) or on the manipulator itself, allowing users to be immediately informed about the internal robot's state. To the best of the authors' knowledge, only few works have explored the idea of visualizing robot faults using AR interfaces. In [50] , a desktop interface is employed to visualize the measurements of some robot's sensors. Two different virtual graphs are shown to get an immediate feedback on the sensors' state. Although authors clearly explain the benefit of such typology of visualization, the system has not been tested and thus it is not possible to verify its effectiveness. Another work has been proposed in [51] . It consisted in an attempt of visualizing faults both on a virtual manipulator and on a real humanoid robot. Despite collected results suggested that some virtual metaphors represent faults better than others, the limited FoV of the adopted wearable device has greatly compromised the effectiveness of the proposed AR interface. The lack of a mechanism that adapts the metaphors' positions, orientations and sizes according to the employed device did not allow users to clearly visualize the proposed virtual metaphors.
The virtual assets positioning may greatly affect the UI's effectiveness. Works in [52] , [53] present two different approaches to find the best position for a projected AR interface for a human-robot collaborative task. In [52] , the position and orientation of a human worker are continuously tracked and thus the system is able to project an AR interface in a position that is always visible from the user. Conversely, Claassen et al. [53] proposed a system capable of finding the most suitable planar surface to project an interactive AR interface to control a mobile industrial manipulator. User's input are detected using a background subtraction strategy introduced in [54] . Results indicate that the projection angle should be kept around 30 • to obtain a satisfactory user's input detection rate. The main limitations of these two works can be summarized as follows:
• the lack of tests in [52] makes impossible to ascertain the system usability;
• in [53] , the proposed adaptive interface was not compared with a non adpative one. Moreover, it is not clear its behavior when no suitable planes are detected. On the other hand, this paper presents an adaptive AR system that is capable of displaying industrial robot faults in realtime, independently of the surroundings. Hence, faults are always clearly recognizable by the users, reducing the overall fault management's times and costs. The placements of the faults are computed according to the following parameters:
• the reference object; • the user's position and orientation; • the FoV of the employed device. In order to properly manage robot's errors, technicians need to clearly visualize the manipulator's parts affected by faults. Augmented assets should be positioned in areas close to the fault's location without occluding the manipulator itself. Thus the proposed system adapts the assets placements according to the user's movements, keeping the virtual metaphors always visible, correctly oriented and properly scaled. An image segmentation algorithm is presented to position the 3D metaphors in areas not occluded by the industrial manipulator. In this way, technicians can immediately identify faults, thus reducing repairing times and costs. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, a comparison with a non adaptive metaphors placement strategy (such as the one proposed in [51] ) has been performed. 
III. THE WORKING FLOWCHART
The overall working flowchart is composed by four different steps (see Fig. 1 ): 1) Fault Representation (FR); 2) Fault Icon Placement (FIP); 3) Experimental Tests (ET); 4) Result Analysis (RA).
The FR step concerns the strategy adopted to figure out which 3D metaphors best represent industrial robot faults. Starting from the identification of the most common faults, a set of 2D icons has been determined in order to represent them. Then, the 2D set has been converted to 3D representations to be employed in the AR system. In the FIP step, two different modalities of placement (non adaptive and adaptive) of the 3D virtual metaphors have been developed. The first one relies on the use of pre-determined parameters, whereas the second one dynamically places the assets in the real environment. Specifically, starting from the definition of the areas not occupied by the manipulator in the FoV of the AR device, the adaptive modality determines the closest free area to the fault location, visible by the user. In order to assess the effectiveness of the adaptive modality, a comparison with the non adaptive one is carried out in ET step. Finally, the gathered results have been analyzed in the RA step.
In the following sections, each step is presented in the detail. 
IV. FAULT REPRESENTATION
In order to improve the fault management procedure illustrated in Sec. II-B, a graphical representation of the faults should be added to make immediately clear what kind of error occurred in the manipulator. Since faults are commonly represented using 2D icons (for instance, motor vehicle faults, smartphone battery warning, etc.), it has been decided to determine the 3D virtual metaphors by identifying a set of 2D icons that evokes as much as possible faults on industrial manipulators. Then, due to the specific AR device employed, a 3D representation has been preferred with respect to the adoption of a traditional 2D UI composed by the 2D icon dataset. In fact, the employment of 2D images positioned on planes different from those of the real objects may cause focal problems [55] . Furthermore, ''the more (2D) UI elements in screens space exist, the less attention is given to the AR space'' [56] . Hence, the selected 2D icons have been converted in 3D models. In the remaining of the section, the entire procedure is presented.
In order to figure out which 2D icons best represent industrial manipulator faults, a rigorous design approach has been adopted:
1) semantic analysis: extraction of the most relevant terms regarding industrial robot faults and generation of a 2D icon dataset; 2) 2D icon design: re-design process of the 2D icon dataset; 3) 2D icon selection: selection of the most representative 2D icons. In the following, each step is introduced and presented.
1) SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
In order to realize which are the most frequent robot faults and how they are described in research literature, a semantic analysis approach has been adopted. Starting from [47] , [48] , the most significant sentences related to robot faults have been manually extracted, identifying ten different fault typologies called base_list_sentences (Table 2) .
Furthermore, it has been verified that these ten typologies were mentioned in a fault log file provided by COMAU (this log file covers a period of two years). Then, the following procedure has been applied to each element of the base_list_sentences set: 1) S1: removing of prepositions and articles; 2) S2: generation of synonyms; 3) S3: generation of word permutations. In order to explain the above procedure, the fifth sentence of Table 2 will be used as an example. Firstly, from the S1 step, the sentence fault speed reducer has been obtained as output. Then, in the S2 step, a set of new sentences (henceforth called synonyms_list_sentences), including the starting one, has been generated using the synonyms of the sentence words. Synonyms have been obtained using the WordNet online tool 6 ( Table 3 shows the synonyms_list_sentences).
Finally, the generation of word permutations has been applied in S3 step. Each element of the synonyms_list_sentences has been considered as a set composed by n elements that has been employed to generate all the possible unordered subsets formed by k items, with 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The number T of unordered subsets at a specific k is computed as:
where n and k are the number of words of a specific sentence and the dimension of a specific subset, respectively. Each subset has been used to query the online icon database The-NounProject 7 . This database provides over than two million of 2D icons and APIs to access images from scripts. Every time an icon was found, it was saved in the corresponding fault category. Since icons have been collected using an automatic procedure, the final dataset was characterized by a huge variety of different styles. Hence, icons have been firstly subjected to a re-design process to homogenize the dataset and then converted in 3D virtual assets. These procedures are introduced in the following sections.
A. 2D ICON DESIGN
Due to the huge number of collected icons, images not strictly related to the ten fault categories have been discarded. The final dataset was composed by 121 icons, not uniformly subdivided in the ten faults categories (see Table 4 ).
Despite icons came from the same database, they could have been designed by several distinct authors using 6 http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 7 https://thenounproject.com/ different styles. Hence, a re-design process has been employed to homogenize the collected dataset. Analyzing the current state of the art related to icon design [57] - [59] , one of the most effective representation of a 2D icon can be achieved using:
• plane composition; • negative polarity; • border. Thus, all the collected icons have been converted following the above guidelines (an example of re-designed icons can be found in Fig. 2a) .
B. 2D ICON SELECTION
A questionnaire has been submitted to both COMAU technicians (12 users) and Politecnico of Torino students (52 users) to figure out which icons best evoked a specific typology of fault. The questionnaire was composed by ten different questions, corresponding to the ten fault typologies. In each question, users had to indicate which icons were more suitable to represent manipulator faults by selecting one icon among those proposed. It has been also added the option ''none of these'' to indicate that none of these icons was suitable to represent the specific fault. Moreover, a form for comments and feedback has been provided for each question. Since the elements of the base_list_sentences have some common terms (e.g., the terms ''fault'' or ''sensor'' occur multiple times in different sentences), the same icon could appear several times in different categories (see Fig. 2b ), representing two or more faults and thus compromising the effectiveness of the icon itself. As stated in [60] , if the same icon expresses various and different meanings, the icon results to be ambiguous and users may not be able to understand the real meaning of the icon. Hence, to avoid any form of ambiguity, a set of intra-category rules has been employed to decide which 2D icons represent the fault typologies. In order to clarify the rules, let S be an icon chosen from students, T an icon selected by the technicians, i an integer number representing a specific fault category, c a comment, None the ''none of these'' option and Null to indicate that comments are not provided (see Pseudocode 1).
Pseudocode 1
The Intra-Category Rules. Notice That if Both Technicians and Students do Not Select an Icon (Neither Express a Comment), the Category is Discarded
As can be inferred from the intra-category rules, priority has been given to the technicians' choices. Once icons have been identified in each category, they have been analyzed to find out any possible repetitions. Since the number of possible cases can make arduous developing an automatic procedure but at the same time the number of categories is quite low, it has been decided to manually manage any possible conflict in the selection of the icons.
The final set of 2D icons is presented in Fig. 4 2D-column. Because neither COMAU technicians nor Politecnico students have indicated a clear preference for Q8, this typology of fault has been discarded. Finally, a graphic designer has converted the 2D icons to 3D virtual animated assets (see Fig. 4 3D-column). Animations have been added to better express their semantic meaning. This new set of 3D icons has been employed in the interface of the AR client. In the following sections, the AR interface and the algorithm running on the server are presented.
V. FAULT ICON PLACEMENT
In the following sections, the overall proposed system to position the 3D virtual metaphors is presented. Specifically, the hardware/software architectures and the AR interface are detailed. Finally, the adaptive/non adaptive solutions are introduced and discussed.
On the other hand, the software architecture is represented in Fig. 6 , which shows the software details of the industrial manipulator, the AR client and the server. 
A. THE ARCHITECTURE
The hardware architecture is composed by three main actors: the industrial manipulator, the AR client and a remote server. The industrial manipulator is represented by the Niryo One arm robot 8 . Since it consists of a 6 degree-of-freedoms (DOFs) robotic arm, it can be considered suitable for representing configurations of an industrial manipulator. The AR client is represented by the Microsoft HoloLens, a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) device. A wearable device has been preferred respect to a handheld or projected solution. Therefore, technicians can keep their hands free to perform any possible tasks. Moreover, the visualization of the icon is independent from the environment (with a projected solution, assets may not be properly displayed if the projection surface is not planar). The server is represented by a desktop Personal Computer (PC) that runs an algorithm capable of acting in two different modalities: adaptive and non adaptive. Depending on the modality, the server dynamically places the 3D metaphors or it uses some pre-defined values.
All devices are connected on the same Local Area Network (LAN) using UDP socket connections. Since the image segmentation algorithm has been developed using image processing libraries that can require a high computational power, a client-server architecture has been employed to limit the battery consumption and to lower the HoloLens computational effort. Figure 5 shows the hardware architecture.
B. IMPLEMENTATION
The algorithm running at the server side is capable of acting in two different modalities: adaptive and non adaptive. Independently of the employed modality, the server receives from the real robot:
• error location: an integer number corresponding to the joint affected by the fault (values range from 0 to 5);
• error type: an integer number corresponding to the fault typology (values range from 0 to 8);
• joint configuration: the values of the robot joints. The server reads the joint configuration by subscribing to the joint_state topic, whereas the location and type errors are acquired by directly analyzing the stream socket data. Exploiting these data, the server is capable of generating a faithful representation of the actual state of the manipulator. Joint values are used to animate a virtual representation of 8 https://niryo.com/ the manipulator whereas the error data are used to render the corresponding 3D fault icon. In addition, the server sends to the AR client:
• joint configuration; • error location and type; • position, orientation and scale factor of the 3D icon to be aligned with respect to the real robot. Joint configuration is forwarded to the AR client to animate a virtual mesh of the manipulator. Although this mesh is not visible to users, joint configuration is used to highlight the joint affected by the fault (see Sec. V-C).
If the server is acting in adaptive modality, it receives from the AR client the following data:
• the user's position: 3 floating values; • the user's orientation: 3 floating values. These values are sent every 20 ms and they are used to animate a virtual camera that represents the user's actual position and orientation. The server virtual camera's settings (FoV, far and clipping planes and resolution) have been set equal to the ones of the AR client virtual camera. Given these data, the server is capable of visualizing the virtual manipulator from the user's point of view (in terms of position, orientation and FoV). All data but joint values are serialized and deserialized using the Google Protocol Buffer 9 .
C. THE AR INTERFACE
The AR interface has been designed to assist technicians that work close to industrial manipulators. When a fault occurs on the robot, the robot's movements are suddenly stopped and technicians may not be aware of what is happening in the manipulator. Moreover, at the fault time, users may not have their attention paid to the manipulator. Hence, a combination of virtual assets and sound is employed to draw their attention toward the robot. The virtual assets are the following:
• a virtual representation of the Niryo robot; • a virtual arrow; • the virtual fault icons. When the application starts, the virtual robot is superimposed on the real one using the tracking data acquired by detecting the image target, positioned on a table at a predefined distance from the real manipulator. The 3D mesh is kept invisible to not occlude the real robot. Thanks to the tracking information provided by the Vuforia SDK (see Fig. 6 ), both position and orientation of the HoloLens are known. Thus, it is possible to figure out the technician's position/orientation with respect to the robot. These values are sent to the server on the socket connection every 20ms. If the technician is not gazing at the manipulator at the fault time, a virtual arrow (Fig. 8a) focuses the user on the joint affected by the fault. When the user is close enough to the manipulator to clearly recognize the joint, the 3D arrow disappears. In order to highlight the joint affected by the fault, the related 3D mesh is displayed (keeping invisible all the other joints of the manipulator) and its color is changed to red to emphasize the fault (see Fig. 8b ). Furthermore, a sound alarm is played to capture the operator's attention. Depending on whether the algorithm running on the server is acting in adaptive or non adaptive modality, the fault virtual icon is rendered taking into account the user's movements and the device's FoV or using predefined scaling, position and orientation values.
D. THE SERVER
The server is in charge of deciding the position, orientation and scale of the 3D fault icons. It can act in adaptive (A) or non adaptive (NA) modality. In the following sections, the two distinct modalities are presented.
1) NON ADAPTIVE MODALITY
In the NA modality, some predefined values are sent to the AR client. Concerning the position value, the icon has been placed at a predefined distance k along the Z direction of the local reference system of the joint affected by the fault. The k constant has been defined as:
where L max represents the diameter of the manipulator's larger joint (see Fig. 7 ), equal to 12 cm. Therefore, the virtual icon can be placed close to the robot, but avoiding to be positioned inside the related joint. To calculate the dimensions of the virtual icons, it has been firstly determined the minimum distance D robot necessary to entirely visualize the manipulator using the HoloLens device, equal to 1.4 m. Then, some tests have been carried out to visualize the icons from that distance and it has been decided to employ icons with variable dimensions on the three axis (x, y, z) between 1 and k cm. It is worth to be noticed that the each axis dimension is related to the shape of the icon (e.g., the joint position icon's height is larger than its width, etc.). Finally, once the size of all the icons had been established, a constant and equal scaling factor S c was assigned for all of them. Regarding the orientation, it is kept constant along the three axis, equal to (0, 0, 0).
2) ADAPTIVE MODALITY
In the A modality, the server tries to place the 3D icon in a position close to the joint, always visible to the user and not occluded by the real manipulator. Exploiting the position and orientation information of the HoloLens, the server is able to visualize the robot from the same point of view of the user (Fig. 8c -8d ). This information is used in the following algorithm that can be divided into three distinct steps: 1) A1: determination of the icon's scale factor; 2) A2: determination of the icon's 3D position; 3) A3: determination of the icon's orientation; Regarding A1, when the robot's controller notifies the server of a new fault, the server instantiates the corresponding virtual icon at the position of the related joint, using a pre-defined scale factor, equal to S c (see Sec. V-D.1). Since the icon's correct position has not been determined yet, the icon mesh is kept invisible. The scale value is updated at each frame using the following approach. Let J (x j , y j , z j ) be the position of the joint affected by the fault and V (x v , y v , z v ) the position of the virtual camera, both defined in the world reference system. The distance D JV is used to compute the scale factor S icon of the icon:
In order to not excessively scale the icon, S icon is kept constant if D JV is minor or greater than two pre-defined values D min and D max . D min and D max should be determined considering the working area, for the proposed use case they are equal to 35 cm and 3.5 m, respectively. Concerning the icon's position (A2 step), the subsequent procedure is applied when the camera movement exceeds some predefined values (in terms of position and orientation displacements): 1) B1: icon's projection on the 2D camera plane; 2) B2: thresholding and determination of the areas not occluded by the manipulator on the camera plane; 3) B3: determination of the most suitable icon's position on the camera plane; 4) B4: 2D to 3D coordinates conversion. Starting from B1, the 3D icon's bounding-box (BB 3D ) is projected onto the camera screen space using the worldscreen transformation matrix to compute a BB 2D in pixel dimensions. BB 2D approximates the space occupied by the icon in the camera screen space. Given BB 2D , the image acquired by the camera is analyzed and processed in order to find a suitable area, large enough to contain the icon and not occluded by the manipulator (B2 step). The proposed approach is based on the thresholding of the camera image using color information. In order to detect the areas occupied by the manipulator on the camera image, the color of the robot's virtual model has been set to red and the camera background to white. Hence, all the pixels of the camera image coloured in red represent forbidden spaces whereas white pixels identify possible suitable areas. Let I rgb be an MxN matrix representing the RGB image acquired by the virtual camera, with M and N equal to the height and width resolution of the virtual camera. I rgb is then converted in the hue, saturation, value (HSV) color space, obtaining I hsv . Applying an image segmentation algorithm on I hsv , the thresholded matrix I t is obtained as:
where r min and r max represent two constant values used to identify the red color and I (x, y) identifies the value of a specific pixel in the corresponding matrix. Then, I t has been subdivided in quadrants Qs of dimensions equal to BB 2D , generating a grid (see Fig. 9a ). Given a starting quadrant Q start , the main goal of the B3 step is to find a suitable Q that minimizes the distance from Q start . Let EL max be the maximum Expansion Level (Fig.9a ) determined as:
where Q r_max and Q c_max represent the maximum number of quadrants on the same row and column of Q start , respectively, counting from Q start . A Q-ith quadrant is defined by its upper-left coordinate C-ith. A quadrant to be tested Q test is determined as:
where k and u represent two integer numbers used to access the Qs of the grid and C start is the (x, y) coordinate of Q start upper-left pixel (see Fig. 9b ). In order to iterate over all the available Qs, the following equation has been employed to determine the k and u values of Eq. 6:
where e = 1, ..., EL max and i = e, ..., 0 are positive natural numbers. Depending on the ratio between BB 2D .w and BB 2D .h, three different checking orderings exist (Fig. 10) .
Given an ordering, the algorithm iterates over all the Qs of a specific s by first assessing those that are at a shorter distance from Q start . The assessment order of different Qs that are at the same distance from Q start has been defined in advance. During the iteration, the algorithm checks whether a quadrant is suitable for positioning the 3D icon or not. The evaluation process consists of evaluating the sum of all the I t (x, y) of a specific Q. If the sum is greater than zero, some red pixels have been found and thus a part of the manipulator is occluding that specific Q. Otherwise, a suitable quadrant Q selected has been found and it will be used to position the 3D icon in the virtual environment.
Finally, starting from Q selected , it is necessary to retrieve a position close to the fault location in the 3D space (B4 step). Let V and J be two positions representing the camera and the joint affected by the fault, both in world coordinate reference system. Using these positions, the following approach has been adopted ( Fig. 12 ):
1) a ray is casted from the center of Q selected ; 2) determining a ray point R, the vector VR is computed;
3) the vector VJ is projected on VR, finding a 3D position not occluded and close to the manipulator. Once a suitable 3D position is determined, the icon's orientation is changed so the forward vector of its locale reference frame points to the camera position, keeping the icon always visible from the user point of view (A3 step). A more detailed pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Appendix -A.
The proposed algorithm can be employed starting from a generic Q start . For the proposed use case, the choice of Q start is dynamically computed, considering the changing in position and orientation of the user. To determine Q start , the subsequent assumptions have been made: 1) if the icon has not been positioned yet (e.g., at the system's start-up) or it is no more in the FoV (e.g., rapid changes of the user's orientation), it is selected the Q that encompasses the projection of the 3D position of the joint affected by the fault on the camera space ( Fig. 11a -11b) ; 2) if the icon is in the FoV, the Q that encompasses the projection of the 3D position of the icon on the camera space is selected. In the second case, an additional check is performed to verify whereas Q start is occluded or not by the manipulator. If the occlusion is verified, the algorithm does not look for the first adequate Q of a specific Expansion Level EL but it determines N adequate quadrants (Q potential ) of s (N >= 1) and it is chosen as Q selected the one that minimizes the Euclidean distance from the quadrant that encompasses the projection of the 3D position of the joint affected by the fault (Q joint ). Hence, abrupt and undesired movements of the 3D icon are avoided and the icon is kept as close as possible to the fault location (see Fig. 11c -11d ). Finally, the overall algorithm is not applied if the joint affected by the fault is not in the FoV of the employed device. FIGURE 11. A: as Q start (in light blue) it has been selected the Q that encompasses the projection of the position of the joint affected by the fault. B: the positioning of the 3D icon using the Q selected in A. C: as Q start it has been selected the Q that encompasses the projection of the position of the icon. Since Q potential (in purple) is further from Q joint than Q selected , it has been discarded. D: the positioning of the 3D icon using the Q selected in C. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
In order to compare the A and NA modalities, some tests have been carried out at Politecnico di Torino. Thirty-four people, with ages that ranged from 19 to 30 years, have evaluated both modalities, alternating every time the A-NA, NA-A orders to limit learnability effects. Participants were all volunteers and they gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki 10 .
Tests have been structured to emulate a fault condition during a human-robot collaborative scenario, taking into account 10 https://bit.ly/2rJdF3M also situations in which the human operator is not giving attention to the manipulator (i.e., the manipulator is not in the FoV of the user):
• a set of 9 starting positions (SPs) has been defined. The SPs have been determined considering both locations near and far from the manipulator;
• user starts the experiment in a SP, wearing the HoloLens device and by giving his/her back to the manipulator;
• the real manipulator stands still in the fault configuration;
• as the alarm informs the user of a new fault, user can freely move around the environment to identify which type of fault has occurred and on which joint in the shortest possible time; Once a fault is recognized, the same procedure is applied starting from the next position. Hence, each user has performed 9 different tests for each modality. To further avoid the learnability effects, the joints affected by the faults have been randomly selected out of the original number of manipulator's joints (6 for the Niryo robot) at each SP. Concerning the icons, only one fault could occur at a time and it has been randomly picked out from the original 3D icon set, discarding at each SP the icon displayed before. Hence, all the possible 3D icons have been evaluated in each system. Fig. 13 shows the test environment and the 9 SPs; arrows denote the user's starting orientation. Before starting the experiments, users have been introduced to the tests, showing them the 3D icons, along with their meaning, and the Niryo manipulator. Both objective and subjective parameters have been evaluated for the two modalities. Specifically, the objective parameters are the following:
• time required by users to recognize the fault and the related joint at each SP;
• number of errors in recognizing faults and joints at each SP;
• number of head translations and rotations required to recognize the fault at each SP. To identify the virtual icons, users could either describe the icons or saying their names. Robot joints could be recognized by saying their numbers (from 0 to 5) or by pinpointing to them. Since the AR interface does not provide an interaction paradigm, users had to say by voice which fault has occurred and the number of the related joint to an external operator. In order to evaluate the subjective parameters, a questionnaire has been proposed to the users every time they completed the evaluation of a specific modality. The questionnaire was composed by 15 sentences, divided into 5 different categories. Before starting the evaluation of the two different modalities, the first four sentences (the QR1 category) regarding the user's general information, familiarity with AR and robotic arms have been proposed to the users. Two statements were ranked with a 5-point Likert scale (0 = never and 4 = every day), the others were Yes-No answers (Yes counted as 1 and No as 0). Then, after having completed the evaluation of a specific modality, users had to complete the remainder of the questionnaire, composed by 11 statements ranked in 5-point Likert scale (0 = strongly disagree and 4 = strongly agree): 1) QR2: clarity of the 3D icons. Whether the icons meaning was comprehensible by users; 2) QR3: perception of the 3D icons. Whether icons position, rotation and scale values were suitable from a user's point of view; 3) QR4: suitability of the employed FoV. Whether icons could be properly visualized with the device's FoV; 4) QR5: system's global score. Table 5 shows the employed questionnaire used to assess the subjective parameters. In the following section, the collected results are presented and discussed.
VII. RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, the objective and subjective results are introduced and examined.
A. OBJECTIVE RESULTS
Objective results are related to the time, errors and number of movements required to identify a particular fault.
Concerning time and movements, three different datasets have been collected by the experimental tests, corresponding to the time, translations and rotations values. Since the 3D icons and the related joints have been randomly picked out at each SP, no correlation exists between a value obtained in SP i (A) (a starting position i used in the A modality) and one obtained in SP i (NA), with i = 1, ..., 9. Hence, in order to determine a global score for each dataset, the values of each SP have been summed up for every user. Then, the average score of a dataset has been calculated dividing the sum of the total values by the number of users. Table 6 shows the time, translations and rotations values. In order to statistically analyze the collected data, a two-tailed t-test (p = 0.05) with unequal variance has been performed on the average values. The A modality has allowed users to recognize the typology of the fault and the related joint faster than the NA modality (p = 0.0017) and with a fewer number of translations (p < 0.001) and head rotations (p < 0.001), reducing the physical effort. Since the virtual icons were positioned close to the joint affected by the fault, users have been able to recognize both the fault's typology and the joint's number at the same time, without needing to change frequently their location and point of view. Moreover, the automatic scaling and orienting mechanism has allowed to keep the icon in the narrow FoV of the HoloLens device, maintaining it clearly recognizable. On the other hand, users have been forced to change their point of view and position more frequently in the NA modality when the virtual icon could not be seen in the same way from several directions (e.g., both the velocity and break icons present a circular shape and they can be mismatched if not viewed from the front side). Finally, no errors have occurred during the recognition of the icons and the related joints. Since icons have been always uniquely and clearly identified, their design seems to be adequate for the proposed scenario. Moreover, the correct recognition of the joints suggests that the adopted tracking modality has been deemed suitable to correctly align the augmented assets to the real manipulator.
B. SUBJECTIVE RESULTS
Similarly to the pre-process of the quantitative data, QR1, QR2 and QR3 results have been aggregated, summing the scores of the related questions for each user and calculating the average values (notice that, for the sake of clarity, the values have been mapped in the 0 -100 range). Since QR4 and QR5 were made up by only one statement each, the aggregation has not been necessary. Table 7 illustrates the subjective results. Regarding QR1, users stated to have occasionally used AR applications and HMDs. The 26% has already worked with a robotic arm and only the 6% knew the Niryo Robot. A two-tailed t-test (p = 0.05) with unequal variance has been used to analyze the QR2, QR3, QR4 and QR5 results. Concerning QR2 and QR3, users have been able to better understand the icons meaning (p < 0.001) and they have deemed more suitable the position, scale and orientation values (p < 0.001) with the A modality. Since users may not have been able of entirely visualize the icons in the NA modality (the icon may not have fitted in the FoV), they may have found some difficulties in perceiving their intrinsic meaning (hypothesis that seems to be confirmed also by the time spent to recognize the virtual icons). Moreover, taking into account the HoloLens position, orientation and FoV, the A modality has allowed to determine position, scale and orientation values better suited for the considered use case. Hypothesis that seems to be confirmed also by the QR4 results (p < 0.001) which shows how the versatility of the A modality has allowed to reduce the unpleasant effects of the HoloLens narrow FoV. Finally, despite the NA modality has been deemed acceptable, the A modality has been preferred for the proposed use case in QR5 (p < 0.001).
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an adaptive AR system to display industrial robot faults using a wearable AR device. Starting from the identification of the most common industrial errors, a methodological approach has been employed to figure out which 3D virtual metaphors best evoke faults on industrial robots. Then, an adaptive modality to display the virtual metaphors has been presented. The user's position/orientation and the parameters of the device's FoV have been dynamically employed to position the virtual metaphors in areas In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed solution, a comparison between the adaptive modality and a non adaptive one has been performed. Both objective and subjective parameters have been evaluated. Results suggest that with the adaptive modality users have been able to recognize faults faster and with less movements than with the non adaptive solution. The capability of placing the icons in positions always visible from the users has allowed to reduce the troublesome limitations of the narrow FoV of the HoloLens device.
Future developments will be focused on testing the adaptive modality on the HoloLens itself evaluating the impact of the computational effort. Finally, to better understand the effectiveness of the adaptive modality, some tests will be carried out with high-payload industrial robots.
A. PSEUDOCODE OF THE A MODALITY
The pseudocode of the A modality used to dynamically position the virtual metaphors.
